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One is a pragmatist: A 47-year-old lawyer by training
who has steered France’s far-right National Front
(FN) from pariah status to mainstream. The other is

an ideologue: Her 25-year-old niece, a photogenic Roman
Catholic traditionalist with a stance on abortion, homo-
sexuality and Islam that critics say is dangerous or sectari-
an. On Sunday, Marine Le Pen and Marion Marechal-Le
Pen - respectively the daughter and grand-daughter of
the FN’s firebrand founder, Jean-Marie Le Pen - estab-
lished themselves as major players in France’s political
landscape.

The first round of regional elections placed the FN on
track to break the grip of Socialists and conservatives,
cementing the party’s grassroots’ rise across the country.
In the Nord-Pas-de-Calais, a rustbelt bastion of the
Socialists who rule at national level, final estimates gave
Le Pen more than 40 percent of the first-round vote.
Victory in the second round on Dec 13 would give her a
springboard for her bid to be president in 2017.

Marechal-Le Pen, meanwhile, also scored above 40
percent in final estimates for the vast Provence-Alpes-
Cote-d’Azur (PACA) region in the south, placing her on
course for a landmark win next week. Both women, how-
ever, face an uphill battle to clinch the run-off vote after
the Socialist Party withdrew candidates in the key regions
and called on its supporters to back conservative rivals.
But Marechal-Le Pen seemed unfazed, taking to Twitter to
thank voters. “Merci!” she wrote, before adding: “We’re
ready!”

Thrust Into Limelight 
Marine Le Pen was never supposed to inherit the party

from father, who rocked the establishment by reaching
the second round of the presidential election in 2002 at
the expense of Socialist Lionel Jospin. It was Marine’s older
sister, Marie-Caroline, who had been groomed to take
over the helm. But the FN’s brutal internal politics and
family splits saw Marine propelled into the limelight
instead. She  took over the reins in 2011 and swiftly set
about giving the FN “a different image to the stereotype”
that opponents painted as visceral and xenophobic.

She sought to purge the worst of the anti-Semitic ele-
ments as well as the fundamentalist Catholics who for
three decades had been one of the main strands of the
party leadership. Her makeover was hit by a very public
rebellion within her own family. Her father, now 87, was
clearly unhappy with the direction in which she was tak-
ing the party and sought to undermine her with a string
of anti-Semitic diatribes. It led to Le Pen senior being
thrown out of the party he founded in the middle of 2015.
He and his daughter are said not to have spoken since.

But with the Nov 13 attacks in Paris, his daughter was
able to turn attention away from the family soap opera
and declare that the Western world had “no choice but to
win the war” against the attackers from the Islamic State
group. “If we fail, Islamist totalitarianism will take power in
our country,” she said.

Young Mother 
Many observers believe it is her niece Marion who is

the real ideological heir of Jean-Marie Le Pen, and better
placed at a time of crisis to woo electors worried about
the nation’s future. She stood -unsuccessfully - for regional
elections in 2010 and famously cracked when a reporter
asked her to outline policy areas she wanted to address,
unable to provide a single example. But since becoming
an MP, and a mother for the first time, Marion has gone
through an astonishing transformation, building a grow-
ing following among young radicals and older party sup-
porters disgruntled with her aunt’s apparent moderation.

She had no qualms in standing up in the lower house,
the National Assembly, and accusing a visibly furious
Prime Minister Manuel Valls of “moronic contempt”
towards the FN. She also joined the ranks of anti-gay mar-
riage protesters in 2013 when Marine decided to stay
away. Last month, she also demanded an end to state
subsidies for family-planning associations, “which today
are peddling abortion as something that’s run-of-the-mill”.

And last week, she raised a storm when, in Toulon, a
Mediterranean city with a large number of citizens of
Arab descent, she said Muslims could only be French “if
they follow customs and a lifestyle that has been
shaped by Greek and Roman influence and 16 centuries
of Christianity”. “We are not a land of Islam,” she said. “In
our country, we don’t wear djellaba clothing, we don’t
wear a veil  and we don’t impose cathedral-sized
mosques.”  —AFP
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dominant territory

By Bertrand Pinon

By Kathleen Hennessey

There were no new policy prescriptions,
no fresh military strategies and no
timelines. When President Barack

Obama seized the spotlight for a rare prime
time address Sunday night, he came with
one major message: It’s going to be OK.
Standing in the Oval Office, Obama sought
to calm nerves and quiet a chorus of critics
who charge the president has been too slow
to acknowledge the threat posed by Islamic
radicalism and too tepid in his response.
“The threat from terrorism is real, but we will
overcome it. We will destroy ISIL and any
other organization that tries to harm us,” he
said, using an alternative acronym for the
Islamic State group. “... We will prevail by
being strong and smart, resilient and relent-
less. And by drawing upon every aspect of
American power.”

Obama’s short address - just 13 minutes -
underscored the simple message, one that
seemed to conflict with the iconic, high-pro-
file setting. Obama has used the Oval Office
as a backdrop, a favorite of past presidents,
just three times since taking office seven
years ago. But the lack of new policies
underscores the White House’s confidence
in the current approach and a paucity of
good alternatives. Obama is disinclined to
make dramatic changes in reaction to cur-
rent climate of fear. One senior administra-
tion official, who asked for anonymity to dis-
cuss strategy, said the speech was primarily
aimed at explaining the president’s current
plan to ordinary Americans who’ve been rat-
tled by the rash of attacks in Paris, the Sinai
Peninsula and, most recently, San
Bernardino.

Obama spoke four days after that deadly
massacre - and 48 hours after the FBI first
described the case as a terrorism investiga-
tion. The delay led Republicans to charge
him with failing to acknowledge the attack

on his watch, a criticism Obama answered
clearly on Sunday. “This was an act of terror-
ism designed to kill innocent people,” he
said. Despite the rash of violence, Obama
argued his strategy is appropriate for what
he dubbed a “new phase” of terrorism. He
argued the US is successfully targeting IS
leaders, infrastructure and financing, while

Western allies are contributing more to the
fight. The effort to train and equip Iraqi and
Syrian forces will continue, he said.
Meanwhile, diplomatic efforts to forge a
cease-fire in the Syrian civil war are making
slow progress, Obama said.

Critics 
But Obama’s address failed to quiet his

critics. GOP presidential candidate Jeb Bush

told MSNBC’s “Morning Joe” that the presi-
dent should have outlined a “strategy that
was much more comprehensive” and been
more persuasive “that we’re at war with
Islamic radical terrorism”. The president’s
most specific policy announcement was to
order a review of the fiancee visa program
that the female shooter in California used to

enter the US Obama said he would urge pri-
vate companies and law enforcement lead-
ers to work together to ensure potential
attackers can’t use technology to evade
detection. But he did not call for legislation
to curb the use of encryption, a tool some
law enforcement authorities have long
sought.

The president also called on Congress to
pass new authorization for military actions

underway against IS in Iraq and Syria and to
approve legislation to keep people on the
“no-fly list” from buying guns. “What we can
do, and must do, is make it harder for them
to kill,” he said. Obama’s gun push has no
chance of passing a Republican-led
Congress. The Senate last week rejected leg-
islation barring people suspected by the
government of being violent extremists
from purchasing firearms. Gun-rights advo-
cates say such a ban would violate the rights
of people who haven’t been convicted of
crimes.

Sen Marco Rubio dismissed Obama’s
remarks as “silliness”. “I think not only did the
president not make things better tonight, I
fear he may have made things worse in the
minds of many Americans,” Rubio said. “This
is not a time for ideological silliness, this is a
time for serious action because the future
security of our country is at stake.”

But Congress and the presidential candi-
dates haven’t coalesced behind an alterna-
tive. Lawmakers have refused to formally
authorize use of force against IS. Obama
repeated his long-standing opposition to an
American-led ground war in the Middle East
and made no mention of the more aggres-
sive action others have suggested, including
enforcing a no-fly zone and safe corridors in
Syria. He notably called on Muslim leaders
to confront extremist ideology “without
excuse.”

But Obama’s speech was not intended
as a policy debate. Instead, it sought to
draw the nation’s eyes to the problem of
terror and reassure Americans he has a plan
for addressing the chief foreign policy crisis
of his presidency - however briefly. He
dashed from the Oval Office to change
from his suit to a tuxedo. Just 18 minutes
after his address, Obama slipped into the
rear seat of his armored limousine and he
was off to a night of festivities at the
Kennedy Center. —AP

Obama offers reassurance, little policy

US President Barack Obama addresses the nation from the Oval Office at
the White House in Washington on Sunday. —AFP

By Alex Lawler, Vladimir 
Soldatkin and Shadia Nasralla 

It used to be said of OPEC that it was like a teabag - it only
worked in hot water. If that is so, conditions on world oil
markets could hardly be more difficult as prices languish

at almost seven-year lows near $40 a barrel. Yet, rather than
closing ranks, OPEC is finding that an intensifying battle for
market share, worsened by deep regional differences
between Saudi Arabia and Iran, is driving it further apart.

Halfway through last Friday’s six-hour meeting, an unex-
pected dispute erupted over the defining feature of the car-
tel. In a move sources say was masterminded by Saudi
Arabia, ministers finally agreed for the first time in decades to
drop any reference to the 13-member group’s output ceiling.
The pivot, which surprised not only markets but also some
OPEC officials, appeared to be a direct response to Saudi
Arabia’s arch-rival Iran, which has made clear it intends to
make a rapid return to global oil markets next year as
nuclear-related sanctions are lifted.

With Tehran looking to pump as much as 1 million barrels
per day (bpd) more crude into a market already saturated
with excess supply, an increase of about 1 percent in world
supply, maintaining or legitimizing any pretense of OPEC lim-
its - no matter how notional - was not an option for Riyadh.
“The ceiling issue was very controversial and they could not
decide on it,” said an OPEC source briefed on the discussion
inside the room. “Nobody was happy.” Earlier, another source
said there was a “huge disagreement among members, even
bigger now, as oversupply is no longer mainly coming from
Gulf delegates, but from Iran.”

In the near-term, the outcome of Friday’s meeting proba-
bly makes little difference in global markets. Ever since last
year, most members have been pumping flat-out to defend
their market from fast-growing upstart rivals like US shale
drillers. And anyway the group’s 30 million bpd ceiling has
largely been symbolic and, in practical terms, ignored. Yet
abandoning the pretense of production restraint threatens to
intensify price wars between OPEC members, leaving them

even less likely to agree on any market measures down the
road, analysts said, and piling more pressure on prices.

In a note following the meeting, Goldman Sachs said it
saw a rising probability that the markets may need to adjust
through “operational stress” when the world runs out of stor-
age capacity, reiterating its “lower for even longer” thesis.

OPEC’s purpose
Since OPEC, which produces a third of global oil, was set

up 55 years ago, the purpose of its existence was to set pro-
duction targets to try to influence global prices. It has weath-
ered internal strife and conflict before, including wars
between its own members - Iran and Iraq in the 1980s, and
Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait in the 1990s. But the present Sunni-
Shia conflicts setting Saudi Arabia and Iran at each other’s
throats, particularly in Syria and Yemen, make the relation-
ship between the two OPEC powers even more fraught.

“The fact that Iranian-backed Houthi militants are squar-
ing off against Saudi-led troops in Yemen is not helpful, as
increased Iranian oil revenues are likely to find their way to
Iranian military interests in Yemen, Iraq and Syria,” said
Aberdeen Asset Management’s investment strategist Robert
Minter. Hence OPEC is setting up for a showdown at the cor-
ral, he added, as Iran wants its pre-sanction market share
back, and the Gulf states are not inclined to cede volume
when they are already feeling the budgetary pain of reduced
prices.

Confusion Emerges
Unlike OPEC’s previous meeting six months ago, when oil

prices showed signs of stabilizing near a tolerable $65 a bar-
rel, last week’s meeting was bound to be more tense as an
unexpectedly deep and prolonged slump has sapped their
economies. All the same, on Friday morning, most delegates
and experts anticipated a relatively straightforward meeting
that would bless the free-market policy and rubber-stamp a
production ceiling. The only likely change, so it seemed,
might be raising the figure to 31.5 million bpd to reflect cur-
rent output rates, rather than the long-exceeded 30 million

bpd last reset four years ago.
After all, despite the price pain, there were signs that the

dramatic strategy masterminded a year ago by Saudi oil
minister Ali Al-Naimi was working, albeit more slowly than
hoped. Booming US oil production has shifted into reverse,
while the world’s demand for oil has revved into a higher
gear. The first sign of confusion emerged more than 3 hours
into the meeting as ministers broke for lunch.

Word leaked that the group had indeed agreed to raise
its ceiling to 31.5 million bpd - but it was unclear whether
the figure included Indonesia, which was rejoining the
group after a hiatus, leaving a 0.9 million bpd margin of
error. Although the ceiling increase would have no material
effect on actual production, the news sent oil prices tum-
bling by as much as $1 a barrel, pushing US crude back
below $40 a barrel, a response that was unlikely to have
heartened ministers.

About Face
At this point many expected the meeting to adjourn

quickly, as it had six months earlier. Instead, behind closed
doors, officials continued to talk. More than 2 hours passed
before stoney-faced ministers emerged, many heading
quickly, and without comment, to the airport. What fully
transpired during that afternoon remains unclear.  But sever-
al OPEC sources said ultimately a decision was reached that
having no ceiling at all would be less negative for oil prices
than having a higher ceiling.

There appears to have been little if any debate about
Iran’s production, although it has been clear for months that
it will likely be the biggest challenge they face in 2016. “We
spent two minutes on that issue. You can’t stop a sovereign
country from coming back to the market. So, debating it is
irrelevant,” said Nigerian oil minister Emmanuel Ibe
Kachikwu. “As a matter of fact, our position is that Iran would
displace somebody who is not an OPEC member.” “From
Saudi prospective, they have no allies. So staying the course
makes sense for the Saudis,” said veteran OPEC watcher Gary
Ross, founder of Pira Energy thinktank. —Reuters

Rivalry sets scene for OPEC showdown


